
Transparent and anonymous voting on blockchain
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Design is similar to Semaphore

Vote organiser publishes the list of voters on

the blockchain

Users vote anonymously by sending their vote

to the blockchain along with a ZKP that they

belong to the list and their nullifier is correct.
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Powered by isekaiPowered by isekai
Write statement in C++

Support Elliptic Curve operation

Can link to various ZKP schemes, incl.

transparent setup
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Mass ElectionsMass Elections
 Large scale e-voting is a  for democracy.

 But it implies many constraints
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Blockchain RequirementsBlockchain Requirements
Public

Robust

Performant

Cheap
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Our SolutionOur Solution
Dedicated Blockchain

One platform for all votes

Tokenomics 

Double voting is permitted

Spam filters
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PropertiesProperties
Eligibility: Only the registered voters can vote,

and nobody can submit more votes than

allowed (typically only one vote per voter is

counted, even if several ballots can be cast).

Robustness: The protocol can tolerate a

certain number of misbehaving voters.

Integrity: Assurance of the accuracy and

consistency of votes.
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PropertiesProperties
Individual Verifiability: Each voter can check

whether his vote was counted correctly.

Universal Verifiability: Anybody can verify

that the announced result corresponds to the

sum of all votes.

Vote-Privacy: The votes are kept private. This

can also be modelled as an unlinkability

between the voter and his vote.
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ChallengesChallenges

Fairness: No preliminary results that could

influence other voters’ decisions are made

available.

Receipt-Freeness: A voter cannot construct a

receipt that allows him to prove to a third party

that he voted for a certain candidate. This is to

prevent vote-buying.

Coercion-Resistance: Even when a voter

interacts with a coercer during the entire voting

process, the coercer cannot be sure of the vote.
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ChallengesChallenges

Open Blockchain: Anybody can join and

participate in the protocol

List of Voters: The list must contain only

legitimate users

Standardization: Proofs should have a

common format used by the community
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Thank you!Thank you!

itugen: 

isekai: 

https://itugen.com/

https://github.com/sikoba/isekai
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